Various atlases and other documentary sources show the range of Ukrainian ethnicity through the ages and as it exists worldwide today. For the purpose of this study, we shall concentrate on the territory of Ukraine, its neighboring regions, and areas of exile in the Soviet Union to which Ukrainians were deported, exiled within the Soviet Union, or imprisoned as a result of forced collectivization, dekulakization, Ukrainian nationalism or faith, and so on. The timeline across which Ukrainian migration patterns will be discussed in order to give an assessment of the range of Ukrainian ethnicity before-during-after-the-Holodomor are: a.) the medieval period of Kyiv and the eastward migrations for trade along the Silk Road; b.) during the time of the domination of Imperial Russia; c.) the World War I and Russian Revolution era; d.) forced collectivization and deportation, exile, or imprisonment in the Gulag system of forced labor camps, where deportees and their infants and small children suffered an often-slower death from brutality, exposure, overwork, despair, cold, and hunger, or execution6; e.) the World War II era; f.) the post-war Ukrainian S.S.R. and relevant areas of the U.S.S.R.; g.) the present day.
